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Towards a high efficiency amplifier based on Raman amplification
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High power, short pulse lasers have become valuable tools for scientists exploring a wide
range of phenomena and developing new technologies such as ultra-compact wakefield accelerators [1] and compact light sources [2] with applications ranging from particle physics to
biology. To produce ultra-intense, short pulses, large-scale laser facilities rely on the chirped
pulse amplification technique and require metre-scale optical components to restrict the laser
intensity to below their damage thresholds. They are therefore currently extremely expensive
and difficult to maintain. Twenty years ago a novel approach was suggested using plasma as a
gain medium to superradiantly amplify a short seed pulse colliding with a counterpropagating
pump [3]. This approach is based on the paradigm of three-wave interaction between the two
electromagnetic waves and a plasma wave [4]. Since this seminal work, extensive theoretical
and experimental studies have been conducted to develop plasma-based amplifiers where the
energy exchange between the pump and seed is realised through Raman or Brillouin instability [4]. In this paper, we present an overview of the work that has been carried out by the Strathclyde University group on Raman amplification of short laser pulses [5]. We review the current
challenges of increasing the energy transfer efficiency, which is currently low. In particular, we
will discuss the use of the pump frequency chirp to control the amplification process.
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